Abstract -The surgical skills required to successfully maintain hemostasis, the control of 12 operative blood, requires considerable deliberate practice. Hemostasis requires the deft 13 orchestration of bi-dexterous tool manipulation. We present our approach to computationally 
Introduction

24
The surgical environment is complex and exacting, requiring both a comprehensive knowledge Irrigation is also used to mitigate the transfer of heat caused by the removal of bone, especially 38 near critical neural structures. Ultimately, hemostasis requires the deft orchestration of bi-
Methods
79
Requirements
80
Our targeted application is the neurotologic procedure known as a mastoidectomy: the removal Training for these techniques is traditionally performed in a dissection lab, using up excised 86 cadaveric specimens. To be successful at the procedure, residents must integrate knowledge of 87 regional anatomy with manual technique.
89
The requirements for emulating mastoidectomy in a virtual surgical simulation include: • Stereoscopic visual output to replicate the binocular microscope used in the surgery.
93
• A minimum 1 kHz update rate for haptic display.
94
• A minimum of 60Hz simulation update rate for fluid calculation. However, setup and cleanup of such systems can be more burdensome than virtual computer 103 simulation. Our goal is to emulate the orchestration of both suction/irrigation and drilling on a mastoid bone with bleeding in a virtual computer simulation environment, into a single apparent to the user. We have found that updating the SDF at the same rate as the visuals 126 presents latency to the system. We have found that an SDF update rate of 200Hz is sufficient 127 for plausible visual fidelity.
The precision of the SDF very close to the edge of the object is important to maintain a 
Discussion and Conclusion
215
Along with being a training environment, one of the goals of our system is to be a reproducible 216 assessment tool. As a part of that assessment goal, we allow the reviewer to playback a 217 recorded training session. There was some concern that due to the non-deterministic nature of 218 the fluid algorithm, we would have discrepancies between playbacks in the visual output of the 219 fluid. In fact, discrepancies do exist, but observers are hard-pressed to tell the difference 220 between two different playback instances.
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The performance of the system is quite acceptable at the 128-cubed voxel level. Higher 222 resolution volumes, as shown in Figure 5 , are prohibitive to use for real-time interaction.
223
We have presented our design and implementation of algorithms to provide a physically 
